Vw bug wiring

King of the Safari Erik Brandenburg. MID Engine? KDF technical poster page 3. I finished this
beast last night. Im very happy with the finished model. The turbines are all scratch built from
styrene rod. The front wings are made from the front seats. The rear louvers are from a
Hemi-Cuda. Sealed off the o This article was contributed to beetle. The vintage Volkswagen
community thanks you! The basic wiring of a VW Beetle is very similar to many othâ€¦.
Conceived, designed, and developed by Award Winning engine builder, Pat Downs! The
"Builder's Choice" Engine Kits are set up with the novice builder in mind. Easy to assemble with
predetermined compression ratio's, connecting rod length, camshaft and cylinder heads. They
take all the guess-work out of building your own engine. Each kit is listed with the correct
carburetor size, intake manifold, and exhaust type needed to achieve the advertised horsepower
output. Welcome to the Just Technology Website. Nearly every kid loves playing in the mud.
Therefore it should come as no real surprise adults still love playing in the mud too. Thing is,
grownups typically have the wherewithal to do such things differently, like on a somewhat
larger scale. While probably not on the radar screen of most sports car-oriented auto
enthusiasts, â€¦. These blow ice cold on even the hottest days no exaggeration! These have
been installed in dozens of show winning vehicles, but the more common usage is in daily
drivers! We provide compressor mounting for stock carburetors, or any dualâ€¦. Kit Cars.
Porsche Supercars Kdf Wagen Vw Classic. Hot Rod Trucks Cool Trucks. Vw Baja Bug. Vw
Vintage Vintage Boats. Porsche Speedster Porsche Volkswagen Bus Vw Camper. Volkswagen
Beetle Vintage. Kdf Wagen Vw Engine. Repairing the wiring on your air-cooled Volkswagen can
be one of the most complicated and challenging parts of the restoration process. It is likely that
your VW's wiring has been tampered with by different owners over the years. If you haven't
overhauled your VW's wiring system, it is likely the Volkswagen's wires are aged, dried out,
brittle and cracked. This is why we always recommend beginning your restoration project by
overhauling your wiring. We have created colored wiring diagrams for your convenience. These
can serve as a guide or reference for you while restoring your Volkswagen's wiring. We are still
working on creating diagrams for all of the models and years. Please call us if you ever have
any technical questions or need assistance finding answers or parts that you are looking for.
You can find our complete selection of complete VW wiring loom kits here. All rights reserved.
All images protected by US and International copyright laws. No part of this website may be
reproduced, distributed, or transmitted in any form or by any means. All Prices subject to
change without notice or obligation. Not responsible for typographical or photo errors. Sign In.
Create Account. Email Address. Create a JBugs Account. Vintage VW Wiring Diagrams. VW
Beetle Wiring Diagrams. This article was contributed to beetle. The vintage Volkswagen
community thanks you! The basic wiring of a VW Beetle is very similar to many other types of
European cars. Like most cars, with age, time and exposure, resistance can build up in a wiring
harness and render simple circuits useless. So with basic understanding of European wiring
standards, many repair tasks can be tackled. From the addition of a simple accessory to a
complete wiring harness overhaul, following some simple rules will make for a successful
repair. First, we need to discuss a few basics regarding VW wiring. The other colors will vary
depending on the circuit but these three colors will cover most basic circuits. In addition to the
color coding, a VW wiring schematic will have a number coding assigned to each terminal on a
switch or other hardware component. These European terminal designations are also known as
DIN standard and are used to determine a terminals use. First, take a look at the Bosch Terminal
Designations. These numbers are generally printed on the switch or other device for easy
reference. As you work with DIN standard wiring, certain numbers will be seen more often than
others. For example, a terminal designation of 30 always represents a direct connection to the
positive battery terminal. While a terminal designation of 15 represents battery power when the
ignition is in the crank or run position. As you become more familiar with DIN pin designations,
you should be able to figure out the purpose without looking at a wiring schematic. Now when
you combine the colors with the pin designations, you will notice a pattern. Red wires go to pin
30, black wires go to pin 15 and brown wires go to pin The next item you will notice on a VW
wiring schematic is a number size assigned to every wire. The number wire size varies from 0.
The conversion from European wire size to AWG is not exact. Using a slightly larger wire size is
good assure against resistance and heat. For example a 1. Now that we have some wiring
basics covered, the next task is to gather the proper supplies for a correct job. You may need
some or all of the following: Solid colored stranded wire, stranded tracer wire wire with a
colored stripe , brass open barrel German electrical connectors with installation tool, junction
connectors and PVC plastic sleeving. No one vendor supplies all of the listed items, so here is a
list of vendors for your supply needs:. If your goal is to replace your entire wiring harness to
factory specifications, you may decide a pre-made replacement harness as a good option.
These harnesses fit good, wire colors codes are accurate and can be installed in about a day.

Many VW vendors sell these, so see if this option is for you. Following either the instructions or
a factory wiring diagram makes for an easy installation. However, if your vehicle is right hand
drive or your goal is something custom, altered or improved, a custom made harness may be
your best choice. A custom made wiring harness will require much more time than a pre-made
harness. It also requires an excellent knowledge of wiring and is not for the beginner. The
vehicle pictured in the article needed some mild, but necessary changes. Our goal was to make
these changes without losing the original factory look, being careful to follow the original DIN
color coding exactly. This becomes vital for future repairs, especially if the vehicle is sold. First,
we needed to add grounds to all external light circuits. As we restore our cars, the mill
thickness of paint diminishes the ability for the circuit to use the body ground properly. This
results in poor lighting performance or sometimes an intermittent flickering of the effected light.
Bright and reliable lighting is a very important item. Second, was to improve the quality of the
headlamp illumination by adding two 40 amp 12 volt 4 pin relays. By adding a separate power
lead for the headlamps and controlling them with a pair of 40 amp relays, you can eliminate the
brightening and dimming of a headlamp that is caused with engine RPM. Understanding that
relays are electrically controlled switches, we can use one relay to control both low beam bulbs
and the other to control the hi-beam bulbs. Another feature is with a single separate 8 AWG
power supply run directly from the battery to the relays 30 DIN power pin, you can also add
higher wattage headlamp bulbs without overloading the system. Furthermore, by separating the
power used for the headlamps from the headlamp switch, we were able to eliminate most of the
amperage load and prolong the life of the switch. This info will describe the typical installation
of headlamp relays. For installation in a VW Beetle, please note the following. Pin 86 is easily
drawn from the stock hi-low headlamp relay. Simply run the yellow and white wires from the
hi-low relay to each 86 pin instead of the fuse box. Pin 87 of the relays then is connected to the
fuse box like factory. Please note that pin 85 is used for ground. Why is a ground not PIN 31?
Relays are used in many configurations, and pin 85 can be used as a negative winding end or a
ground. This depends as to the purpose of the relay. In this case, it is used as a ground. As you
begin building your wiring harness, it is a good plan to have all your hardware items, such as
your fuse box, wiper assembly, switches and relays installed in the vehicle. This installation will
aid in determining the length of wiring needed to complete a circuit. Simply refer to these
photos for an easy reference. Many times these numbers are small and difficult to view from
inside the dash area. Building and installing a wiring loom can seem overwhelming at first.
However, as you simply separate each wiring loom section it becomes easier to manage. The
VW beetle has a main loom, left and right front lighting loom, and two short and simple tail lamp
looms. Beyond these main looms, are short groups of wires between switches and relays. The
main loom that spans between the dash and the rear of the car, have only 11 wires. I added two
additional wires to power the headlamp relays and the electric fuel pump to this project. To
begin building the harness, make sure the lengths of wire is sufficient for the run. The main
loom needs to be built outside of the vehicle. Take careful measurements so your loom is the
correct length. I generally leave the wiring longer than needed so we can trim the length once
the loom is installed in the vehicle. Once the length is determined, group the proper wires into a
single bundle. Generally using a quality electrical tape every inches will keep them strait and
grouped. Once the wires are loomed into a proper group, slip the PVC tubing over the group.
Next, install the main loom into the vehicle and adjust until it is located properly. Finally, we can
trim the wires to proper length. Make sure to leave the wires long enough for maintenance.
Then, install the brass open barrel electrical connectors. These connectors are identical to the
factory connectors. Using the proper crimping tool assures a good connection. Now repeat this
operation for each loom. Sometimes small and accessible looms can be pre built in the vehicle
to determine length, removed for the installation of the PVC sleeving, and reinstalled for final fit.
Be sure not to add any connectors until the sleeving is properly installed. Be sure to test all
wires once installed. Basic knowledge of an OHM setting on a multi tester is a must. Testing
continuity is simple. Using your test meter set to an OHM setting, just place one test lead at one
end of the wire, and the other test lead at the opposite end. An open or incomplete circuit will
read as 1. A perfect wire will read as. On a and newer Beetle, this is a great way of testing the
back-up light circuit before applying battery power. With the car in reverse, the switch will make
contact and complete the circuit, and have a reading at or near. This continuity is what will turn
on the reverse lights when 12 volt power is applied. While in any other gear, the switch does not
make contact and is considered an open circuit, keeping the reverse light off. I also found using
an OHM tester is especially important when determining the quality of ground points. I
determined my ground points to be metered at. Once the installation of all the wires is complete,
it is time to test the system. Install all fuses according to the wiring schematic. Next, make all
final connections, install a battery, and test. Test each item separately, headlamps, parking

lights etc. I generally start with items that have consistent power. Once these items checkout, I
will turn on the ignition to run position and test the switched items, such as turn signals and
horn. If you have done everything properly, everything should work perfectly. If you have
something not working properly, go back to the wiring schematic and double check every
connection of the affected circuit. Generally you will find a wire or two that have been
transposed. Once the correction is made, the item should work properly. If you have any fuses
that immediately blow, please check that circuit for a short. An electrical short is generally a
powered wire that is coming in contact with a ground. With a basic understanding of wiring and
some patience, European DIN wiring can be easy to understand and easier to repair. By
removing wiring resistance and upgrading some circuits, your beetle will gain reliability and
safety. Hello, I'm Eric. I started beetle. I drive a '67 Beetle daily and love to share vintage
Volkswagen stories with the world. Thank you beetle. I have a wiring nightmare any help would
be greatly appreciate and pics of the back of the fuse panel and headlight switch. This is a great
read, and timely. This is really nice work. I plan on rewiring my bug soon. Much needed
resource. Thank You. I accidently grounded the fuse relay block to the ashtray for a
momentâ€”â€” now the car is completely dead. The ignition does nothing, no headlights etc. I
have a standard Beetle I accidently grounded the fuse relay block to the ashtray for a
momentâ€”â€” now the car is completely dead. Jeremy goodspeedmotoring. Here ya go! Good
morning from Texas, Yohannes! You do not say where you are located. However, I want to point
you to the following Link. Once you have opened the Link, scroll downwards to year Choose the
appropriate one for your vehicle and enlarge so that you can view how it all works. I wish you
well. Thank you for contacting Beetle. Hi, I re-wired my 67 beetle with a full wiring harness. But
its just with the wiring of the starter and solenoid. Its my first time wiring a beetle. Thanks,
Devon. Devon, Download this! Have any of you seen this wiring system yet? I think it just came
out, but looks pretty robust. Dave, I have not. This looks interesting. Jay, what do you think? If
anybody out there needs a nice K distributor let me know. No charge butâ€¦.. Most of the ones
on samba are horrible and need reuilding and refinishing, not this one. I also found three carbs
in great condition and am having one rebuilt totally including bushings. Will let you guys know
later. Spent many hours researching them and was quite interesting. It is weird to find out the
bugs had multiple changes during the to late Two types of seats were found including the belt
type and the type with the knob on the side of the seat to move it forward found in later bugs.
Have fun! I just finished rewiring my 69 vw bug. I have all 8 amp fuses installed and the previous
owner had amps and amp in the fuse box before I started rewiring. The vehicle ran fine up to
that time. I need some help if possible and greatly appreciated. Frank, Retrace all of your wiring
and the connections. Also the voltage regulator needs to be checked as you are not getting
power to the key or upfront. Make sure all is correct. If you have a voltmeter then it makes it
easier but bugs are very simple and this means that something simple is not right. I changed
the same on another bug but had no power either. Found out it was the voltage regulator brand
new not wired right and also the fact that overnight it completely drained my battery to zero.
Very nice article on the overall process. A couple question please. I have a 69 sedan, while a
very pretty and operational car, many of the electrical connections appear to be corroded. Or at
least not my level of perfect. Do you think my process below will improve and extend the
circuits? Am I adding value or doing something bad. Disconnect the battery, methodically go to
specific wire connection areas needing cleaning. I paint the liquid on with a flux brush, wait,
maybe use a brass wire brush, rinse with water, dry, then use a dielectric paste on both
connection. I am happy to see your post. Cleaning terminals is something which I advocate. I
DO hope that Jeremy responds. He is THE Master when it comes to wiring! Usually this is
sufficient to renew electrical service throughout the vehicle. I throw this into the arena until
Jeremy responds. Keep up the good work! I am a-scared to post anything in TheSamba. Are
there other products more better-er? Good point about the battery strap. I am not a purist at this
point so I just got a new cable cable rather than a real appropriate strap from AutoZone. I had
the classic frozen Rear brake drum, 36 nut rusted and torque. I did not have all tools e. I plan to
use Autozone for all my consumables and minor parts. Related to the battery, does anyone
know of a battery kill switch that allows removal of the key regardless whether the power is
turned off. I have the Harbor Freight product but the key must be in place and sticking out to
connect the system. As a former corporate dweeb well schooled in processes to develop
processes. Why you ask? Sorry but I type fast. Do whatever makes you happy. Why ask
everyone if it works for you. If you have the cash then replace the harness or parts of it like I
did. Otherwise do your thing. Whatever you put into your bug goes a long way. Even if it does
not add value to it, the work is needed so do it and get some satisfaction from just that. Re the
wiring harness, sure I could buy it. But with my other endeavors I would not be able to allocate
the time to do it. I have learned in life, due to my ADD and the H as well. I can eat a elephant in

small bites over a month or so â€” however I could not eat the elephant in one weekend. It is
now time for me to leave my computer and start doing trash, toilets, termites and tenants. Hello,
recently purchased a 67 very excited. Looking at this article is great. Looking at these pictures.
Is there a mounting bracket available for relays? This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn
how your comment data is processed. Like this: Like Loading Share this post: Twitter Facebook
Pinterest. All Posts Website. Eric October 8, at am. Thank you very much for reading! I have a
wiring nightmare any help would be greatly appreciate and pics of the back of the fuse panel
and headlight switch Reply. Marius October 8, at pm. Eric October 8, at pm. Thanks Marius.
Louie October 8, at pm. Thank You Reply. Jeremy Godspeed gets all the credit for the article. I
just put everything together. Luis Garcia December 17, at pm. Thanks Jeremy. Your article was
extremelly valuable Luis Reply. Eric December 17, at pm. Thank you for reading
dell latitude d600 parts diagram
2000 ford focus parts manual
2016 buick regal owners manual
! Joe January 17, at pm. I have a 66 with wires all over the place, about to rewire itâ€¦Thanks
Reply. Eric January 17, at pm. This article will help that for sure. Good luck! Harry Moore April
18, at pm. Eric April 18, at pm. Israel Cuevas October 21, at pm. Eric Shoemaker October 21, at
pm. Israel, Thanks for reading! Eric Shoemaker February 1, at am. Jay Salser February 1, at am.
Devon October 13, at am. Eric Shoemaker October 13, at am. Dave February 24, at pm. Eric
Shoemaker February 24, at pm. Bruce W. Adams, D. February 25, at pm. Andy Jones December
14, at pm. Great write up. Frank Winters December 8, at pm. Please respond to me on my email
address. Bruce Adams December 11, at pm. Any thoughts? Thanks for the article. Tim Reply.
Please permit me a few tangents. Bruce Adams January 29, at pm. Tony March 8, at pm. Thanks
so much for the article and site. John November 30, at pm. What color is this car? Eric
Shoemaker December 4, at am. L Zenith Blue. Leave a Comment Cancel reply.

